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You are not listening to consumers? Under the guillotine
with you!
Stefan Engeseth has become one of the most popular speakers and debaters of this
year’s Retail Summit. Highly inspiring was his „menace“ towards companies that do not
take much notice of the strength of consumers. In our interview he not only specified
the nature of his work but also put together an ice-hockey team of brands.
What should I imagine under your profession of „detective marketing“?
I try to activate businesses of companies through creativity and know-how. I co-operate with consulting companies, give
lectures or trainings, write books, and travel. Some people say that we search for new business opportunities. And I
add that creativity costs you less than market shares.
The subtitle of your last book is “consumer revolution”. What do you mean with it?
In the back of my mind I had Lenox, Napster and other software and open sources enabling opinion interchange among
people. Internet is in fact the global brain, independent source of information that offers more and more knowledge not
only about products but also about companies. As a result we have a transparent market where people see and hear
more about products and services, can compare price, quality and value of products. And when you put together
Internet, consumers who communicate via blogs and media – you can get a very strong solution. That is also the
reason why press often seeks for information and inspiration on Internet, where consumers deliver and expose their
experience and ideas. This altogether might compose a modern version of a guillotine.
Pardon?
At present the market is facing something like French Revolution. Some strong brands do not reflect the strength of
consumers. Brands like Shell, Exxon and partly also McDonald’s can soon (if the do not change their current behaviour
and service attitude) appear under the imaginary guillotine. Another example is Microsoft that tries to tie up the
customers and does not give them the liberty. Therefore they tend to seek other software solutions. By the way what is
funny and sad at the same time – the one who had invented guillotine was also executed on it.
What do you mean by the liberty?
Microsoft has been applying the politics that consumers buying one type of software must buy also others from him. So
there is no liberty of choice. However it is true that recently the company is slowly trying to change its behaviour. They
have evidently lost markets shares and a lot of money. So only now the company switches to the system opened to
other sources as well. In the same way, McDonald’s or Dell change their approach to consumers, neither they wish to
be executed on guillotine.
Speaking about brands, imagine you would be a coach of an ice-hockey team of brands. Who would be the
goal-keeper, who will the back or forward player?
That is a good question. After the meeting an old man in one of the local shops here who told me that in fact all his life
(over 60 years) he has been drinking exclusively one brand of coffee called Standard, I would like to have this brand as
a goal-keeper. Offence would be symbolised by the brand Apple due to its offensive and aggressive business style.
Maybe supported also by Coca-Cola that is also rather aggressive, and more over prefers a rather rude style and might
be therefore often excluded. In defence I would like to see Peter Fosberg who has, in a way, also become a brand.
Where would you place Microsoft?
That belongs among players who do not respect the rules. They create their rules that should enable them always to
win. But as I have told Microsoft cannot score without viewers that would be his loss. That’s why he strives for a
change. The same can be told about the Nike brand that also plays only according own rules, though has started to
improve a bit recently too. It is a problem of many American companies.
So what are the necessary changes? To listen more to customers?
Listening to customers must be the necessity. Numbers of corporations are however still too stiff, and their management
is old-fashioned. Nevertheless I am sure that when they start, there way to take the lesson and conform themselves to
new situation will be quicker than before. Just take example of Dell. On blogger dissatisfied with the company’s services
established the blog “Direct from hell” and soon reached over 10 thousand visitors a day. Such activities must have a
sharp impact on the company business.
It is rather well known that blogs work as a source of information and experience. What can however be their
impact on sales?
Very negative if you ignore them. For instance sales of Intel and its processors dropped by $475 million, before the
company finally started to listen to the blog community. Or the story of the motorcycle lockers producer Cryptonite.
Some consumers started to complain that the lockers can be opened only by a ball pen. Company representatives did
not believe it declaring that these lockers are the most safe worldwide. So one consumer made a video of ball pen
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opening and placed it on a blog. Before the company could have made necessary changes, they lost over $10 million.
So blog can also save money.
Yes, you can learn a lot from it. E.g. iPod from Apple that is an idea of consumers that was realized. And nowadays this
idea represents over 49 % of company sales.
Are there any other information sources about consumers important? What about a research?
Research is a good tool but we must consider that our consumption society is developing very rapidly. So sometimes
the research realized in certain time does not reflect the hot reality. Nowadays you must work with the market directly,
change and adapt right now. If you start to blog negatively about Dell nowadays, they will contact you within 48 hours.
They find your number and call to ask what is the problem, what they can change to help you. Now, they are already
ready to listen.
But not all people are linked with Internet and use its services?
Naturally. But in general such direct contact is a return to the former essence of business. In past the chef walked
through the restaurant and asked the guests what they did or did not like, how he could improve it. He was in fact in
“on-line” connection with them. Also today it holds that if you have a good linkage with your customers, you can gain
and establish new ideas, products or services.
Do you think that people are still influenced by the classic advertising? Do commercials have a future?
That is simple. You must do your homework well. In other words you must have a really good product. Because other
wide people will tell to each other it is not worth the money. So you can surely use commercial if you have a good
product and if you know what you want to say about it. If you want to communicate something promptly, there is nothing
bad about the use of classic advertising. You can use a comparison with a mirror. Why do we use it? To see ourselves.
And when a consumer sees him/herself in your commercial, you win. He/She will buy your product. However, on the
other hand, in the period of prompt sharing of experience and knowledge, mainly by internet, it was proved that you can
address just 6 people to spread the information. What is really essential – you must not lie. Therefore many companies
open the door and leave the consumer to enter into the brand. Only then they are “on-line” with the market.
How far is it in your opinion relevant that marketing is in companies managed by General of Financial
Managers?
Branding must be connected with the general or financial managers because they have an overview about the financial
flows in the company. And they take all matters regarding branding rather seriously. They should be open to views of
their marketing colleagues, to accept new attitudes and listen to consumers. If they don’t the shareholders can release
them from their posts. It is nothing complicated, just common sense. If you listen, you can profit from it.
And can you give examples of companies that are thus progressive and open to new attitudes?
I would say that e.g. Body Shop was very open in the beginning. Or the London based company Lush, or Swedish IKEA.
The latter organizes for instance special days when consumers binging in some new ideas regarding furniture are
awarded by 5 thousand crowns. Also the Danish Lego belongs here, or McDonald’s is trying to change in this direction.
But in general interaction with customers might be a lot better anywhere.
Back to you and your profession. How do you perceive the current trend in marketing when many companies
hire consultants who are not responsible for the final results?
It is not always good. I have an experience that it is often rather a matter of acquaintances than of a real knowledge.
Managers hire people they know rather than people knowing right answers. My last consulting work was based on the
requirement of one CEO who asked me to come once a month and to ask him questions about his work. There was no
one in the company to do this. Because they were afraid to lose their job, they did not dare to oppose their boss or ask
any questions. But if you find someone from outside it might be a sort of help. It need not to be a consultant, it may also
be an active consumer, who is not blind. Looks around and can thus help with his point of view.
But how to punish if something does not come out, the recommendations do not work?
It is good to have a well-proved efficiency performance; otherwise none will listen to you. And also to have not just one
external voice, but rather 4-5 people who can provide wider picture of what they see. The better linkage with consumers
you have the better you understand which direction to head.
Profile: Stefan Engeseth
management consultant, DetectiveMarketing.com™
Stefan Engeseth is a consultant, writer and speaker based in Stockholm, Sweden. His work builds on the truth that in
today’s fiercely competitive business world, companies can’t grow without innovation and vision. He wrote books „Detective
marketing“ and „ONE (a consumer revolution for business)“.

